Chills & Thrills

Based On True Events

Enter at your own risk! Fans of Goosebumps will experience thrills and chills in the first book in a new spine-tingling series! Only at Scholastic $7.99

There’s a ghostly presence in the house, and it’s set its sights on Cassie! Exclusive Paperback $7.99

After the deadliest avalanche in America’s history, one girl must face a frozen nightmare to survive. $5.99

When a dictator tries to starve their nation, two Ukrainian kids dare to survive! $7.99

There’s a ghostly presence in the house, and it’s set its sights on Cassie! Exclusive Paperback $7.99

After the deadliest avalanche in America’s history, one girl must face a frozen nightmare to survive. $5.99

There’s a ghostly presence in the house, and it’s set its sights on Cassie! Exclusive Paperback $7.99

When a dictator tries to starve their nation, two Ukrainian kids dare to survive! $7.99

There’s an easy, cashless way for your kids to shop the Fair—friends and family can add dollars, too! Set up their eWallet at scholastic.com/fair

Great Books! Great Prices!

Many more to choose from!

Books on this flyer are available while supplies last.

Hey Parents!

There’s an easy, cashless way for your kids to shop the Fair—friends and family can add dollars, too! Set up their eWallet at scholastic.com/fair

Grab a crayon! Color the star next to the books you want!
Can Maddie and Eve return Rapunzel’s horse to his story before it’s too late? $6.99

Lilico must learn to adjust to a new school with the help of her cat and her anime-loving new friends. $12.99

Can Gabby, Priya, and Mindy stay friends while keeping their dog-walking business alive? $12.99

Can Christina survive cheerleading tryouts? $12.99

Tyrell copes with day-to-day stress by hosting an imaginary real-time podcast in his head! $7.99

Maia must summon all her bravery and overcome her self-doubt if she wants to save those she loves most. $7.99

Includes real rock samples!

Includes glow squishy!

Available 9/12/23

Available 9/19/23

Includes cat eraser!

Includes stickers!

Includes buildable creeper!

Includes poster!

Includes poster!